
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 10:40 AM PT 
To: Merle Tucker - mother of Adam Tucker 
Cc: rest; Danielle; Adam Tucker - only son of divorced Mike and Merle Tucker; Mike 
Tucker - father of Adam Tucker; wgrande@cox.net; 
pete_grande@commandpackaging.com; garisgolf@aol.com'; vickihof@aol.com; 
t.vick@yahoo.com; godanz@aol.com; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - 
Former Attorney General of New York State ; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney 
General; Michael Lombardi - FBI; JRK@class-action-law.com; julia_cadar@yahoo.com; 
Katie Cadar; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury 
Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; 60m@cbsnews.com; Tefo Mohapi; Jay 
McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Dad; Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman c/o Raz 
Elmaleh; Shaun Tomson; Shunit (E-mail); Simon Wiesenthal Center; Dr. Barry Molk MD; 
artbell-coast; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Professor Rabbi 
Dennis Prager - TV-Radio Talk Show Host; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law 
School; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Randall 
Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of Sayeret 
Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; Rush Limbaugh; Professor Jeffrey Sachs - 
Columbia University; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for 
Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Dr. Laura Family; 
drudge@drudgereport.com; Dave Duree Esq.; mallorca agent; Marcia "Hitler's Gold" 
Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host - WCBS-TV ; Dr. John K. 
Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG 
BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; 
Mossad; United States Justice Department; Drew Faust - President of Harvard 
University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: TOILET RIM-harmless 
 
Couldn’t you find us a better place to live? 
 
If you consider the Pacific Ocean your toilet then I guess you are right we live just on the 
rim. 



 



 



 



 
We get it all including your verbal “diari” [sic]! 
 
As far as Danielle is concerned; the truth is hard to digest, at any age, wouldn’t you 
agree? 
 
Well at least we are trying. 
 
Love, 
 
Mom + Gary 
 
[Word count 66] 
 
 

 
From: merletucker@aim.com 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 11:44 AM 
To: ajmco2@yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Email me 
 
Adam I want to know also what he has ever done so far in his life that has been 
a positive difference to any one...I trusted him to be harmless,   when I brought 
the two of you together and stayed out of things so far but  I see he  is 
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destructive  vile  and way way out of line with your personal life and the negative 
effects he has been in your life in all directions.  Your both right I didn't prepare 
you in life to deal with men like Gary G. sick, scheming, manipulative ways. And 
now Adam your following his foot steps right down the toilet which is where Gary 
lives. Adam he has you on his roller coaster which is keeping you busy from 
dealing with your messed up life right now.  Your going to hit bottom  and see 
you  burned many bridges as  Gary  already has.  Most of the people he e-mails 
to,  knows he is crazy....and asked him not to e-mail them any more.     
 
   
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Tucker 
To: merletucker@aim.com 
Cc: Gary Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Tue, 30 Oct 2007 10:24 am 
Subject: Re: Email me 

Mom, I think that now is a good time for Gary to explain what, why, and how, our 
actions can make a positive difference. 
 
The reason that I don't sound the same, is because I am waking up to the REAL world, 
which neither you or anyone in the family has ever addressed unless it pertained to how 
to leverage it for financial gain. 
 
Gary will be contacting you via email to answer your questions and concerns. 
 
Adam 
 
 

<hr size=3 width="100%" align=center>  
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 6:56 PM PT 
To: Adam Tucker 
Cc: rest; Marie Dion Gevisser; Guy Friedman; Devin Standard; JRK@class-action-
law.com; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu 
Subject: PRICELESS - bank name or your Bday 
 
Code XXXX 
 
Adam – no one asked you to put the cabin in better shape than it was before you got 
there unless you are cold and you have insulated for yourself all the windows and doors. 
 
Stop with your nonsense. 
 
You keep forgetting who I am. 
 
If I wanted a handyman I would hire handyman Marie and have you be her assistant and 
for you in order to have the pleasure of watching her sweat and stretch to pay me 
something that is equally priceless.  
 
Don’t think I don’t know how to play stupid. 
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Your also taking your time in getting the website to the point that it attracts funding is 
equally inexcusable. 
 
The fact that you think because you tell me that you lie that it is okay to lie does not 
mean I accept you lying. 
 
On the contrary, I have explained time and again what it is that you are doing to waste 
time thinking that I will be so dumb as to let you just keep milking me. 
 
Does it look like I have the same size tits as Marie? 
 
You mentioned in your one email to your real estate parents that you are living off 
savings. How much savings exactly do you have including what monies you got from the 
sale of shares. 
 
Again, every movie you watch, every “stacked” chick you look at it, let alone everyone 
you visit with that has you “poking fun” at me and Marie who you understand needed me 
to let her know that you are really not all that cute, costs only you because my gains are 
“priceless”. 
 
Don’t you just love the appropriate use of the word, “also”. 
 
I journeyed down a long and windy path to get to the position that I am in today. 
 
Of course I don’t expect you to suddenly stop trying to fuck with me because remember I 
understand perfectly well, “The Truth is Irrelevant” to everyone including you. 
 
I, on the other hand, have a knowledge of God that prevents me from ever being 
discouraged, so long as I do my best and when that is not enough to do whatever is 
necessary, to protect my most valuable “human assets”.  
 
You also perfectly understand that so long as your mother and father have assets worth 
more than the paper it is written on, you are no different to JoNathan and Danielle 
thinking they have every right to take their crooked Sperm Donor’s ill-gotten gains which 
only requires that they continue to suck up to him which they have no difficulty with 
whatsoever because again they like you believe deep inside their soul, “THE TRUTH IS 
IRRELEVENT”. 
 
They also know because they are not complete idiots that there is with each tick of the 
clock increasing possibilities that not only will their as well as your Trust Fund be 
worthless but there is both Marie and me STILL HERE who understand perfectly this 
“waiting game” all those who subscribe to “The truth is Irrelevant”,  are all playing. 
 
Fire is not the only way to level the playing field. 
 
Two days from now will be the 35th anniversary of my meeting David Ben Gurion which 
occurred some 57 odd days after DeBeers sponsored PLO terrorists began brutally 
murdering 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympic Games. 
 



For several months I have mentioned to you that you should watch the introduction to 
SPIelberg’s epic 2005 movie, MUNIch which you have seen now time and again at our 
sacred Stone Home which you keep repeatedly failing to do. 
 
You of course have lots of excuses but nevertheless find the time to do things I don’t ask 
you to do. 
 
You of course recall very well Marie saying that she would enter in to a contract with you 
to do different things beginning by you giving her a “read” of how much insulation would 
be most appropriate when gauging the energy lost from fire place. 
 
To the best of my knowledge Marie has yet to provide you with a contract that of course 
she would first run by me which I would then summarily toss in to the fireplace because I 
would assume she was just toying with me in an effort to “distract”. 
 
You may think you have the excuse that you were stoned from the medical pot you were 
smoking for control of your Chromes Disease but of course that does not fly with me 
because very simply, here you are doing things around the sacred Stone Home that you 
were never asked to do while failing repeatedly to fulfill your “end of the bargain” to have 
up long by now a very attractive website that I could increasingly care less about. 
 
Do you know of one person who has lived this long exposing the sort of corruption I am 
doing and who hasn’t done it from inside a padded 10X15 prison cell say at Marion 
Prison? 
 
The utter garbage you wrote me about this “stacked” Elise now doing her homework and 
I assume on both you and me, is another thing I haven’t forgotten. 
 
Nor have I forgotten how you could have got her last night to walk with you grabbing of 
course your “kiD” [sic] to a wholesale-retail diamond money laundering store and 
videotaping her wetting her panties getting so exited about you buying her both an 
engagement and wedding ring. 
 
Are you out of your mind to think that I would buy into for a second your suggestion that 
she is now doing “homework” on us when you had that 154 minutes 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ for her to see as crystal clear as Mr. Jeffrey R. 
Krinsk Esq. and every single person on my primary email list how very easy it would be 
to make DeBeers the “laughing stock” and each and every person who walked in to one 
of their money laundering operations, at least one on every main street in America. 
 
Now go out and count the number of mountain lions circling the cabin + possibly at least 
one running back and forth in the attic. 
 
Peace brother! 
 
[Word count 1019] 
 
 

 
From: Adam Tucker  
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 4:18 PM 



To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: RE: CC bank name or your Bday 
 
moneybrokers.com is the name of the company that will be charging $57 to your visa. they are 
going to be sending a text message to your cell phone which I will need in order to verify the 
credit card. 
 
Please forward the text info once received. 
 
PS. I am working on the cabin. I have already loaded both wood bins that flank the fireplace and I 
made a small pile outside. I will make sure that the cabin is in better shape then when I arrived. 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 3:44 PM 
To: 'Adam Tucker' 
Subject: RE: CC bank name or your Bday 
 
BDAY – 3/24/57 
 

 
From: Adam Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 3:35 PM 
To: Gary Gevisser 
Subject: CC bank name or your Bday 
 
I need one or both of the above in order to purchase the website template. 
 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 7:00 PM 
To: Adam Tucker 
Cc: rest; wgrande@cox.net; pete_grande@commandpackaging.com'; 
'garisgolf@aol.com'; 'vickihof@aol.com'; 't.vick@yahoo.com'; 'godanz@aol.com'; 
AJMCO1@aol.com'; Mossad; United States Justice Department; Eliot Spitzer - Governor 
of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State ; Michael Berlin Esq. - 
Office of Attorney General; Michael Lombardi - FBI; JRK@class-action-law.com; 
julia_cadar@yahoo.com; Katie Cadar 
Subject: LIGHT WITH THEIR WORDS-you are so controlling 
 
Continuing… 
 
Your phone call got me up and now I have all this nonsense from your family that does 
not, however, distract me from the suggestion I gave you the other night to flush out all 
those trolling not only the Internet seeking partners while putting on quite the façade but 
the bar scene like your mother. 
 



Tell me what you think of her response and come tomorrow, all being well, I will respond 
most likely to your mother, her X-husband, your father as well as all their lawyers who 
may agree with your father in the last communication he sent you,  
 

“You stole money under the pretense of solving problems for your  
business.” 

 
Pretty harsh language coming from your next of kin, “light with their words”.  
 
You understand perfectly well why your father, an X Israeli soldier who witnessed first 
hand the importance of oil in all US sponsored oil wars feels the need to let me know he 
is “not a violent man”, wants to meet in person when also the interpretation of “He said-I 
said” because much more subjective. 
 
While of course, despite your father “towering over me”, well over 6 feet you say, much 
like The IT, although no doubt in a whole lot better physical shape than the slimeball of 
slimeballs, it is highly doubtful Mike Tucker would dare to do much more than all that he 
is good for, to threaten to intimidate. 
 
And given how very confident I am about my ability to defend myself “one on one” it 
would be foolish for me to also waste my time in meeting with him when he can now 
explain in simple English what exactly he does not understand about either my writings 
or intentions to all the appropriate authorities who I strongly suggest begin their 
investigations in to any and all possible misconduct including the cover up of crime-s.  
 
Moreover, your father’s latest words, I think you would agree, are rather troubling. To 
repeat: 
 

Don't quote to me any more regarding the economies problems 
because I am busy trying to pay off your debts so you don't end up in 
jail. Don't bother to thank me cause it is my responsibility as a father 
and a man to take care of what happens in my life.I do not regret the 
decisions I have made for you or any other people I care about. As 
long as I can work and That will be as long as I need to , I will 
continue to love you and hope you can wake up before it is too late to 
turn into a man and assume the responsibilty of taking care of what 
you cannnnnn  control that is right in front of you. Nobody is listening 
in other places to you or Gary's messages cause the too are trying to 
live and give. 
 

Adam, as you know I don’t agree with all your actions including your decision to spend 
monies I have advanced you to keep your head above water while you find a path to 
financial independence without me being so very reckless to “throw money at a 
problem”, making you my co-dependant, to entertain yourself and dates you have 
arranged from internet websites such as jdate.com and match.com. 
 
But it seems that your “transgressions” towards me are rather pale in comparison with 
not only your so “loving” parents but your entire family’s knowledge of the US$2 million 
your uncle Pete received in a suitcase that according to you went directly in to the 



funding of his plastic corporation without a single member of your family apparently 
thinking this was anything more than what it means to “give”? 
 
I also know better than to give any “problem child” any slack given how there no such 
thing as a “problem child” only a “problem parent”, so why would I therefore want to 
contribute to this ever widening “credibility gap” which only poorly conditioned parents 
having a whale of time producing offspring just like them who when they turn out rotten 
like them refer to the “problem” as a “generation gap”. 
 
Now of course I have already gone on far too long for all those including parents 
suffering from Absent Parenting Disease. 
 
Again while your actions to be dating “on my nickel” when you cannot afford a pot to pee 
in are unconscionable, they are not quite as egregious as again either the criminal 
actions of your uncle Pete that neither of your parents saw fit to “insulate” you from or 
those criminal actions you have apparently perpetrated in a real estate business your 
father handed over to you, knowing full well you were not equipped to manage, given all 
your prior experience that now has your so “loving” parents stating in “black and white”, 
would have you in jail were it not for their intervention. 
 
So very quick are those with “blackened hands” to point an accusatory finger when of 
course they also know no better which has everything to do with the fact that such 
people “the truth is irrelevant”!   
  
As I suspect all your family are fully aware of the dialogue I have opened with the Office 
of the Israeli Defense Department Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC, all 
in an effort to patiently and methodically expose all the corruption from both the top 
down and bottom up in an effort “to give peace a better chance”. 
 
Israeli Military Intelligence have yet to publicly explain their not so top secret report that 
states categorically: 
 

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a 
series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar that in the 
next instant will paralyze the US economy. 

 
But of course even your “money, me” family who of course want to forget about war 
when they don't have to fight in it perfectly understand not only the “dire straight” 
implications of such an ingenious report but why I would be so very “trusted” to be the 
only “civilian” in the world to be broadcasting what is a doomsday scenario for all those 
profiteering from cheap oil flowing in to the US including oil byproducts such as plastic.  
 
God forbid I were to suggest that it is nothing more than “The Hand of God” at work that 
also has me feeling “on top of the world” without any fear of what tomorrow will bring 
even if it meant a reckless act by a US Attorney to have me thrown in prison under the 
Patriot Act when I am in fact the most fervent supporter that we have the US Justice 
Department do their job and shut down the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel who for 
more than a century have poked fun at US sacrosanct Anti-Trust laws. 
 
Adam, you understand this whole nonsense with your pathetic potato-head family is all 
small fries. 



 
Of course increasing the circle of those dependant upon my insight and analysis of the 
important events of the day is your mother’s questioning of my contribution, not to saving 
the world for real estate people such as her and your father; on the contrary, for the next 
generation of children whose future has been so outrageously mortgaged by out-of-
control real estate speculation. 
 
My initial written communication this past Monday with the Office of the Israeli Dept of 
Defense Attaché is an example of the type of enlightenment that I share, your family 
should be so lucky. My work product is not in terms of how many US Dollar I have 
“sucked out of the system”.  
 
 

From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2007 1:45 PM 
To: Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache – Israeli Embassy, 
Washington DC. 
Subject: Israeli Military Intelligence Report 
 



 
Those photos are just to let you know that I didn’t get off a boat yesterday. 
 
Second, you would most probably know that a former client of mine, Bill Lerach 
Esq, Milberg-Weiss Lerach, the preeminent Shareholder Class Action Litigation 
law firm pleaded guilty today to a charge of criminal conspiracy and will go to 
prison for his role in a kickback scheme at his former law firm, Milberg Weiss 
Bershad Hynes and Lerach L.L.P. 
 
Mr. Lerach’s guilty plea is a total joke and so is his prison sentence even if it life 
imprisonment. 
 
Mr. Lerach is not, however, my only client who understands how and why it is 
that the State of Israel finds itself not quite as weak as many anti-Semites would 
like to believe beginning with Israel’s so very close connections with DeBeers, 
the South African based diamond syndicate who amongst many things own the 
world’s drilling industry beginning with OPEC. 
 



Before going any further to discuss my personal knowledge of DeBeers’ total and 
complete control of the world’s capital and financial markets all coming about by 
virtue of DeBeers’ stranglehold on the world’s superpowers’ military mite let me 
have you read the following 4 “Letter to the Editor” of the Jerusalem Post 
beginning right before top FBI counterintelligence agent Robert Hanssen got 
caught and was allowed to live only because he accepted diamond currency as 
payment for selling out rather important “human assets”’; not to mention Israel’s 
continued silence on the so obvious role Hanssen played in US making 
American-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard the “evil incarnate”; to mention little of why 
so much “muscle” and “prestige” Israel placed on getting Marc Rich a 
Presidential Pardon at the 11th hour of Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton’s 
Presidency. 
 
Below are my published “Letters to the Editor” of the Jerusalem Post 
  

 

Heads up, you lose. Tails we all lose 
Gary S. Gevisser Del Mar California ( 1 February 2001) 

 
Dear Jonathan Pollard; 
The pardon of Marc Rich eliminated not only an opportunity of justice being served but it would 
have allowed the public to view the role that oil brokers play in furthering terrorism. 
 
This debacle also makes a mockery of your fight for true justice. Although you have now shown 
remorse, into your 16th year for providing Israel with a "heads up", your biggest mistake was that 
you should have charged more, stashed it away in Switzerland, and you would have got your 
comeuppance a little sooner. Where was your Yiddisha kop? 
Your pal, Israel’s premier Barak, became so mesmerized by the glitter of "Richy Rich" that he 
failed to grasp that Rich's under-the-table deals paved the way for Israel enemies to hit soft targets. 
It is ironic that while your actions strengthened Israel's security, Rich's brokerage operation 
softened the will of Israelis resulting in the embrace of spiked peace initiatives. Surely you are also 
wondering if Mr. Barak's source of newfound wisdom comes from reading the funnies having 
forgotten the History of the Jews. 
 
Barak brings shame to Jewish people who grew up believing that when push comes to shove our 
leaders would know better than to sell their souls in return for a good shmooze albeit with a 
womanizer supposedly with a good head, wouldn’t you agree? None of us should be all that 
surprised by Clinton’s call. His actions were simply in character but don't try arguing that point to 
our senators Feinstein and Boxer.  
The tail this pardon leaves may yet come back to bite us all. In prison you are safe from terrorist 
actions. Here in Del Mar surfing conditions have been pretty good lately, but who knows what 
sharks may appear as the oceans warm up. 
Hang tight. Odds are help may yet come knocking on your door but don’t count on the  
Democrats. 
Gary S. Gevisser 
Del Mar, California 
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 It is more than Pollard who got stuffed.  
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Gary S. Gevisser ( 3 Mar 2001) 
 

 
 
Jewish leaders coveted Marc Rich at the expense of one who may have delivered the Right Stuff. 
 
Perhaps, it is simply a coincidence that Jonathan Pollard was locked away at the same time FBI 
agent Hanssen was mastering U.S. counterintelligence on behalf of the Soviets. If you were Mr. 
Hanssen or Mr. Ames of the CIA what would you do to deflect attention? Wouldn’t it make sense 
to position Jonathan Pollard as the evil incarnate, an eternal threat to U.S. strategic interests? Not 
surprisingly, those charged with counterintelligence have somehow missed every opportunity to 
neutralize the impact of Pollard’s 15-year-old intelligence secrets. With all the finger pointing that 
went on in the mid 1980s, even a former CIA head like former President Bush, may not have been 
given all the intelligence he deserved.  
 
Coincidence or not, by our Jewish leaders supporting the pardon of Marc Rich negating a once in a 
lifetime opportunity for the public to view the role that middlemen play in corrupting the leaders of 
most oil- producing nations to mention little of the terrorism these oil dollars father, the person 
made of the Right Stuff remains stuffed.  
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Gary S. Gevisser Del Mar California (13 Mar 2001) 
 
Throughout the ages, Jewish people are taught more about the weaknesses of 
their leaders than about their strengths -- beginning with Moses. Even King 
David, the greatest of Jewish warriors, too had feet of clay, sending his captain 
to the front line so that he could continue a liaison with his warrior’s wife. 
Calling the leader of the free world on behalf of Marc Rich, a fugitive from 

Barak’s call to Clinton induces the wrong call-to-arms.  

justice, is all too telling to people of all ages.  
 
Barak’s actions are strikingly at odds with the message of Israel’s first prime 
minister who in the twilight of his life challenged Israel’s future leaders to 
become “A light unto the nations”, a people abiding by the highest moral 
standards. The day after the 1973 Yom Kippur War ended and just weeks before 
Ben Gurion’s death on December 1st 1973, Marc Rich began to profit from the 
Arab oil producers’ shakedown. A decade later he arrived in Zug, Switzerland 
with his suitcases full and plenty of cash in the bank to begin buying his own 
protection.  
 
Clinton has a history of lapses but why would Barak allow himself to be used to 
set such a bad example, lacking the foresight to realize that he would ultimately 
be blamed for Clinton’s decision? Despite his highly touted ability to read maps, 
Barak lost his way in this maze filled with the glitter of Richy Rich, golden 
calves no doubt playing their part two (sic). Mr. Arafat must also take his share 
of the blame. He wasn’t exactly a potted plant at Camp David, or was he?  
 
Israelis and Palestinians should recognize the events of the recent past as a call-



to-arms to eliminate protection rackets throughout the region. Following the 
example of their forefathers they should raise a shield and band together, 
encouraging the business community who understand that a win-win results in 
long term mutual prosperity to mention little of the protection it affords. Trading 
with each other is the only possible way out of this crisis. Fostering 
interdependency is the only way to win the peace and end the rhetoric of hatred 
that allows despots to obfuscate their own poor performance.  
 
Both peoples have in their arsenal a potent weapon, much holier than anything 
contained in a Swiss lock box, their commonality. Their forefather wrote the 
book on how to win holy wars that really count. Not King David, the warrior, b
rather, Abraham, the first of the free traders, with whom Jews and Arabs shar
everything in common.  
 
One day Clinton and Barak may want to take a trip to Sde Boker in the Negev 
Desert and visit a no-frills library. Once briefed on the legacy of Ben Gurion 
who envisioned an undivided Jerusalem they can then set forth and promote the 
whole world as one holy place, not just Jerusalem. Both former leaders may also 
be encouraged by the time they have inhaled the crisp unpolluted air that blows 
off the desert to speak to the youth about the lessons they’ve learned since 
leaving office; that the right call-to-arms is to reward those who stimulate 
competitive business practices.  

ut 
e 
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Kerrey’s versus Pollard’s heroism  
Gary S. Gevisser Del Mar California ( 1 May 2001) 
There has been only one Holocaust, but what the Nazi Holocaust demonstrated so well is that 
human deprivation occurs incrementally. It starts with simple massacres; you shoot the first 
innocent person and then you shoot the next set of people and after you realize that you cannot 
shoot enough people you look to more efficient methods such as gas chambers. This is why 
weapons of mass destruction are developed and why chemical warfare is so frightening. Saddam 
Hussein understands this. Bob Kerrey, former U.S. Senator and presidential hopeful, took the first 
step down this frightening path while a U.S. Naval Seal and stopped. On the other hand, Jonathan 
Pollard, the convicted spy, did not need to kill anyone to understand the consequences of weapons 
of mass destruction before he blew the whistle on what he saw cross over his desk at Naval 
Intelligence.  
 
The rewards in America for covering up your sins or revealing the truth are indeed ironic. In this 
instance Kerrey received the nation’s highest award of valor while Pollard’s reward is going on 
sixteen years of hard time.  
 
In war both sides commit atrocities, which is the whole point of peacemakers in attempting to 
prevent future atrocities. It is in the gray area of corrupt secret policies such as the ill-conceived 
CIA support of Iraq in supporting Saddam’s chemical warfare production that was ultimately 
aimed against Israel – a policy that is so incomprehensible to anyone who has relatives that lived 
through the Holocaust.  
 
Were there only one witness to Kerrey’s atrocity, this cover-up would have remained with those 



who elected to follow their leader [which led directly to Kerrey’s Bronze Star that stated that 
twenty-one Vietcong were killed in this incident, a clear lie which could have been refuted at any 
time including the moment at which President Nixon personally awarded him the Congressional 
Medal of Honor]. What was going through his mind at that moment when the President of the 
United States was reading the commendation for heroism to him personally?  
 
Is this public persecution of the whistle blower by the political elite and the press in America any 
different than that they imposed on Jonathan Pollard? The only difference is there was no 
corroborating witness and Pollard stands alone in revealing the conspiracy of the misguided CIA 
policy aimed at the Jewish State which ironically was probably used against U.S. soldiers during 
the Gulf War. Whose sin is greater; Pollard’s for violating an American secrecy law that could 
have lead to the death of hundreds of thousands of Israeli citizens to prevent another Holocaust or 
Kerrey’s sin, which clearly led to the murder of at least thirteen innocent people? Pollard has 
already spent 15 years, one-third of his life, in an American prison while Kerrey spent the same 
time in two of America’s most exalted political offices; knowing full well that he had lied while 
serving his country. Where is the justice in the American judicial system? Where is the forgiveness 
in Bob Kerrey’s heart? 

 
[Word count 3207] 
 
 

 
From: merletucker@aim.com 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 3:49 PM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: Re: Of course everyone wants to forget about war when they don't have to 
fight in it.  
 
What a bunch of garble.  Again not at all capable of telling the true facts only exaggerated lies, 
Adam was 14 1/2 not 11 yr. . Also when I was in Israel during the war Mike was in the Army and 
when the war broke out his father was in the US on leave.  No where in your e-mail did you 
answer any questions I asked only a bunch of fragmented ramble.  One of the most important 
questions ill ask for the third time WHAT HAS GARY IN THE LAST 15 YEARS DONE TO 
IMPROVE THE LIVES OF ANYONE?  WHAT POSITIVE HONEST GOOD HAS HE 
DONE?   HOW DID YOU ACQUIRE ALL THE WEALTH   (HOUSE PAID FOR BY THE 
OCEAN) WITH OUT TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE SYSTEM BUYING GOLD FOR 
EXAMPLE.  I SEE ONLY HARMFUL THINGS SAID AND DONE TO EVERYONE IN 
HIS PATH INCLUDING THE HARM  TO HIS DAUGHTER! 
 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 1:30 PM 
To: merletucker@aim.com; Mike Tucker - ajmco2@yahoo.com 
Subject: Of course everyone wants to forget about war when they don't have to fight in it.  
 
Before I “waist” [sic] time on your immediate and extended family I would strongly 
suggest you follow all the advice I have given versus being highly selective while 
forgetting to remind them how your “apprenticeship” that they have yet to contribute 
towards all came about, beginning with my offer to help you do a seminar-workshop 
series and become both an “independent thinker” as well as financially independent. 



 
Tell me exactly what is this “stacked” Elise willing to do that would have you travel so far, 
consume so much time as well? 
 
Tell me what exactly has your X wife and others so very “heartbroken” about that you 
are so very focused on finding a “stacked” chick when your X wife thought nothing of the 
“heartbreak” of she telling you both in writing and in person, “I don’t support you!” 
 
My God, the hypocrisy of the so very superficial who show their true colors. 
 
How much more boring can you all get? 
 
Your family are only about money and yet you feel the need to preach to them about 
morals, are you nuts? 
 
But they have figured you out. You are nuts which is no reason to suggest I cant have a 
nutty apprentice so long as this apprentice think for a moment I can be fooled by those 
who don’t think. 
 
You don’t seem to be able to finish anything you start. 
 
Let me come back to what you told Marie the other evening when the two of you were 
conversing about how “distracting” I am. 
 
You mentioned, “I never saw it as option to become an artist” in response to her 
question, “Really? Really? Really? Really?” following you informing her that you liked to 
draw that had Marie for some reason thinking that you could in fact possibly draw as well 
as her; and if not then you would have to be stark raving nuts to ever think of a 
profession as an artist let alone an oil artist painter where one out of 71 students from 
Sebastian Capella’s class at the School of Fine Arts in Valencia, Spain, managed to 
make a living; Sebastian being the only one. 
 
But then you will recall all the students this master painter of master painters has taught 
for the past 60 years not ONE, let me repeat, NOT ONE is able to make a living that 
affords them much more than a pot to pee in despite less than a handful of them so 
bloody good you wouldn’t know because you quite obviously have zero interest in 
drawing otherwise you would at least know the first thing about how to judge a good oil 
painting and therefore to keep you big mouth shut when telling someone who really, 
really, really knows how to draw, rather then talk just to talk, “I never saw it as option to 
become an artist”. 
 
You don’t know obviously the first thing about how to judge even a good drawing despite 
being around some of the greatest if not the greatest paintings of all time let alone know 
how to draw at least good enough to the point that DAM RIGHT you “never saw it as 
option” when leaving high school to be an artist because at the very least your parents 
had the sense that you didn’t have the aptitude to even think about making a living as an 
artist painter because they figured out you simply didn’t have the stamina to survive as a 
struggling artist which has me thinking WHAT THE FUCK WERE YOU AND MARIE 
TALKING ABOUT? 
 
Were you simply stoned out of your mind? 



 
Why apart from being a politician would you engage in a conversation about a subject 
you have absolutely no interest? 
 
Let me explain. 
 
Knowing everything you know about Marie and me and not only our art collection here in 
the United States but what I have told you is kept in “lock boxes” around the world in the 
event of a “rainy day” were for example the DAAC controlled US Government to make it 
illegal to hoard gold as they did along with Hitler back in the early 1930s, wouldn’t it first 
make sense to have Marie explain using one of the many examples that were around us 
that evening what is first of all a good drawing, followed by explaining what else is 
involved to produce a master painting such as those produced by Sebastian Capella that 
include the composition, the values and then color and then after say 60 years of 
painting 8 hours a day, 7 days a week to be in a position to talk with someone like 
Sebastian Capella who is in fact really, really, really, the only person in the world to 
really judge his own masterpieces.  
 
You are like any undisciplined kid who grows up to be an undisciplined “diK” [sic] 
knowing only to lie to the person you want something out of; and of course you and all 
who know you well pride yourselves on your being a politician no different to all those 
who subscribe to the notion, “The Truth is Irrelevant” which is everybody! 
 
This is a nutcase world mostly but that doesn’t mean I have to put up with any more 
nutcases than I need in order to fulfill my mission which I simply see as exposing in real 
time all those who have no interest in exposing the corruption around them which affords 
me first of all the pleasure of not having such individuals invading my “space” beginning 
with the space between my ears. 
 
I have absolutely nothing to prove to you or any member of your miserable corrupt family 
who remember let you know from a very young age that they have no problem with 
corruption within their midst when as a young teenager they saw nothing wrong in you 
being informed that you one Roman Catholic uncle took a US$2 million DeBeers’ bribe. 
 
So what prevents you from stopping with all your distractions by first letting yourself 
know that I have nothing to do with it what is going on in the world as the world’s capital 
and financial markets collapse. 
 
It is neither here nor there what it is that I do and the last thing I need is to have a single 
follower let alone a “cult” made up of imbeciles bearing in mind again, “The truth is 
irrelevant” to everyone who is either “deafeningly silent” on the role of DeBeers trickling 
down, for a century now, the cost of the rich getting richer on to the backs of the poor 
who are simply misinformed and certainly not as stupid as the writings I have seen so far 
from your family members who of course know perfectly well they are just toying with 
you. 
 
Not to mention how you told me when you were 11 years old and your mother was out 
on a date and called you at 11pm when she was supposed to be home at 10PM asking 
you if you minded if she stayed out a little longer and when you told her that you wanted 
her to come home she turned around and told you, “You are so controlling!” 
 



You see Adam all I do is point people in the direction of the truth. 
 
I am not God, but maybe I am godly inspired; just an ant that one can so easily point to 
and go “squoosh”. 
 
The ants and humans have much in common but ants are not self-destructive, they work 
toward the good of the colony just like the Chinese. 
 
The Chinese don’t have everything perfect including their out-of-control smog in the big 
cities which they justify in a myriad of ways which shouldn’t have you or anyone reading 
this distracted by what is going on in the real world as I am “sitting very pretty”, smiling 
from ear to ear, so very relaxed here at the cliff house; cant wait for Marie to return from 
art class and then enjoy a wonderful healthy lunch before taking off the rest of the day to 
either watch her paint or just hang out and watch the awesome display of Mother Nature 
right before our eyes like we did this morning when having a very relaxing healthy 
breakfast as many as a thousand birds if not more, I forget the species that dive for fish, 
not pelicans, glided by, all of them just hovering over the rather calm waters, and of 
course I don’t feel in the least bit guilty for all the reasons that your family and others 
corrupt perfectly understand. 
 
Do they, and that includes your Roman Catholic uncle, know why you, who has 
Chromes Disease, a stomach immune disorder, has the most atrocious diet? 
 
How much effort over the past 28 years since you exited your mother’s womb have they 
invested in teaching you a little more than “You are what you eat” as well as “You are 
who you keep as your company!”?, all the while telling you how to “run your life” and at 
the same time you of course taking full advantage like any politician to “play victim”. 
 
How many times did you mention to your family as well as yourself that I didn’t get off a 
boat just yesterday? 
 
The last time I saw your mother was when I was with Dr. John K. Pollard over at the 
Plaza and your mom was in Dr. JKP’s words, “trolling” which isn’t something I would be 
all that proud of but then again I don’t make it my business to write the sort of trash that 
your mother does. 
 
So lets convene that seminar-workshop with your entire family prior to me throwing you 
out of our sacred Stone Home! 
 
I assume again that not only did you have sex with Elise last night, why else would you 
bother, but she has decided to support you the rest of her natural life or until she is no 
longer stacked and you move on. 
 
It is possible that I might not be in as good a shape right now as Ami Ayalon, Israel’s 
“Minister without portfolio” and who is a good decade older than me, but then again 
perhaps I can find a way to entice Marie Dion Gevisser to attend and help me out 
assuming Mr. Ayalon has better things to do with his time. 
 
Of course it would not help in the least to remind you as well as your family that I remain 
50+ years young and are taken rather seriously by not only those most successful at the 
highest levels of the socio-economic ladder who are not all crooked as well as 



intelligence institutes like the Mossad who of course I will be more than happy to share 
your mother as well as father’s thoughts about how “sick” I am. 
 
So lets get back to your heavy duty real estate invested mother and father who met on 
kibbutz during the 1973 Yom Kippur War when Israeli soldiers manning the frontlines on 
the Golan Heights had their equipment cut off before being stuffed in their mouths, some 
while still alive. 
 
What a way to begin the fast! 
 
I understand that your father actually fought in the war and was responsible for securing 
the oil supply lines from Egypt and therefore one would expect he understands the 
impact of oil and now doesn’t want to dig any further. 
 
So Adam, what is the big deal? 
 
What is it that you do not understand? 
 
So what that they are both, despite not exactly getting on “famously”, now very 
comfortable living in America in real estate? 
 
So what that people like Plato more than 2,000 years ago explained in rather easy to 
understand Latin that real estate is a scum business? 
 
Of course everyone wants to forget about war when they don’t have to fight in it.  
 
Don’t you just love the distraction about this Insurance USA company that now 
advertises on the radio that the only way to claim back some or all of the insurance 
premiums that you pay that are not used to pay out a claim, is to join the U S Army and 
then it can go on to your kids; sounds like an ad to join the army? 
 
So what is wrong with all that when you know of course everyone wants to forget about 
war when they don’t have to fight in it? 
 
So what is so wrong that all those so boring, so very repetitive, who take issue with me, 
are in this big denial and instead of saying “I am in this big denial” decide it is so much 
easier to blame someone else; first George W. Bush and why not me? 
 
And then after me perhaps they can begin to focus say on Israeli military intelligence for 
issuing that rather ingenious not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report that 
states quite categorically that US business interests with command and control over the 
US military own Al Quaida and yet with the entire military mite of the US Armed Forces 
cannot even get US cheap gasoline at the pump. 
 
Time surely to bring home the troops and then you will really, really, really, really, see 
the price of oil skyrocket and then all your family’s wealth go down the drain in the very 
next instant. 
 
But don’t worry US, Israel continues to provide all the military mite the US needs in the 
Middle East, but for how much longer doesn’t in the least bit concern me since I know, 



versus believe, “The Truth is Irrelevant to everyone!”, apart from of course those of us 
who cannot be manipulated. 
 
Even worse than blaming someone else, here I am having this extraordinary footprint on 
the internet which of course must be “denied”, and worse yet here is Marie Dion 
Gevisser’s “sex slave” husband exposing the truth; but then again so what if all those 
pointing fingers at me refuse to look at the truth? 
 
That is everybody. 
 
To everybody, “The truth is irrelevant” when they are benefiting from a corrupt system. 
 
Again, I have nothing to do with why it is that I have such an extraordinary footprint on 
the Internet apart from the “movers and shakers” around the world paying a whole lot of 
attention to what it is that I have to say as well as do; moreover that I have survived this 
long, now living the life of Riley, not even in the least bit bothered by the possibility of 
losing my life and rejoining in the next instant my so very missed, so very soft perfect 
free spirit Pypeetoe whose only agenda was to be close to the two people he loved more 
than life itself. 
 
No coward was our Pypeetoe. 
 
I detest cowards and bullies, one and the same once you analyze carefully their actions 
and lack of actions, always talking about who is and who is not their “best friend” while 
each and every one of them friends while not talking know they are both a bully and a 
coward, one and the same. 
 
It is all about “MANipUlatioN”, a very interesting word. 
 
I assume Marie also wants to know what the hell are your parents and your now X wife 
and X in-laws going on about, not that Marie has a moment to spare in her very hectic 
schedule while looking a whole lot more than just “very cute”. 
 
Did you know that when she was last at the Stone Home where you are right now she 
spent some 10 hours in just one day doing all the raking of the leaves as well as leaving 
the inside in the condition she expects to find it when next visiting which could be this 
Thursday when I expect to see very SIGNIFICANT progress on the just3ants.com 
website. 
 
Marie understands rather well what is going on in both the real and metaphysical world 
but doesn’t care to always explain herself but when she does she makes absolutely 
perfect sense, at least to me, and as far as she is concerned even that is not in the least 
bit important because she makes perfect sense to keep herself sane in this rather heavy 
duty insane world which she and I understand rather well and why it is that that we only 
argue when corrupt imbeciles enter our space who will increasingly go “deafeningly 
silent”. 
 
Marie also understands that while few will ever get to understand how the metaphysical 
world works they will all get my rather ingenious marketing strategy that had you 
deciding to forego doing seminars-workshops but create this just3ants.com website that 
so far it is Marie and me doing all the “heavy lifting” while you go mostly cursing the 



internet and then rushing off to this date and the next all the while remembering to come 
back to those who “butter your bread”. 
 
Were you aware that I not only do I not fall in to the “once born” category and you know 
not to argue with the “once born” I wasn’t born and raised ust yesterday in US controlled 
South Africa during the height of the Apartheid Regime which of course was just a little 
more sophisticated than DeBeers’ 3rd Reich Regime. 
 
When last did you hear about the 3 Branches of the US government being referred to as 
THE NAZI REGIME? 
 
Marie has a whole lot more going for herself than being a university marketing graduate. 
 
The fact that she is an artist should make your family and all the others leading so 
miserable lives feel better for a moment, and then stupid. 
 
Shocking, attractive, and palatable in the end, that you buy into in the end. 
 
Of course a lot of sarcasm. 
 
But there is a lot of truth in sarcasm; just in some people you have to soften it up and 
others you have to bring it on it depending on the level of intellect. 
 
BTW did you get the emails I sent to Dave Charles of Harvard University as well as the 
one I sent you that began by making mention of Bill Lerach pleading guilty to a criminal 
conspiracy that has a jail sentence attached which of course doesn’t “touch sides” with 
his entire lifetime of crime supported of course by those who “play ostrich”, and so 
quickly forget about war when they don’t have to fight in it. 
 
Also does your mother know that here at our one-of-a-kind cliff home where we don’t 
have to worry about things like mortgages and interest rates let alone the equity going 
down the drain, we don’t need to use the Pacific Ocean right in front as our toilet? 
 
Please provide me the name of your mother’s law firm and it would save time if you 
could give me both a name and email address. 
 
Marie has just returned.  
 
Signing off for the day. 
 
[Word count 3157] 
 

 
From: merletucker@aim.com 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2007 11:44 AM 
To: ajmco2@yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Email me 
 
Adam I want to know also what he has ever done so far in his life that has been a 
positive difference to any one...I trusted him to be harmless,   when I brought the two of 
you together and stayed out of things so far but  I see he  is destructive  vile  and way 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-priceless.pdf


way out of line with your personal life and the negative effects he has been in your life in 
all directions.  Your both right I didn't prepare you in life to deal with men like Gary G. 
sick, scheming, manipulative ways. And now Adam your following his foot steps right 
down the toilet which is where Gary lives. Adam he has you on his roller coaster which is 
keeping you busy from dealing with your messed up life right now.  Your going to hit 
bottom  and see you  burned many bridges as  Gary  already has.  Most of the people 
he e-mails to,  knows he is crazy....and asked him not to e-mail them any more.     
 
   
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Tucker 
To: merletucker@aim.com 
Cc: Gary Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Tue, 30 Oct 2007 10:24 am 
Subject: Re: Email me 

Mom, I think that now is a good time for Gary to explain what, why, and how, our actions can 
make a positive difference. 
 
The reason that I don't sound the same, is because I am waking up to the REAL world, which 
neither you or anyone in the family has ever addressed unless it pertained to how to leverage it for 
financial gain. 
 
Gary will be contacting you via email to answer your questions and concerns. 
 
Adam 
 
 
 
 
merletucker@aim.com wrote: 
Adam                                                                                                               
                                                   &n 
bsp;                                                                                             You ignored 
all that I wrote to you.  I was clear that what I write is between us. You 
disregarded and disrespected me! You don't even sound like Adam any more 
your words are Gary's not your own, much like one in a cult.  He is using you, 
making you more like himself (sick) and advising and supporting you to have 
the same messed up relationship he has with his Mom.  Adam I love you, I am 
worried that Gary is putting you out in front line, for some nut to get pissed 
and kill you.  That's why I lost sleep.                                                                
                                                   *Adam I have read and listened to much of 
what you e-mailed and told me.  All is negative.... with no correction...no 
solution...only destruction...only judgement without correction or gain in a 
positive way to anyone.  What are you doing that will help? serve ?   or 
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improve lives?  What are you doing to improve you own live?                    
                                                                                                              
                        *With all that Gary has acquired $$ (using the system to his 
gain) who has he helped other than himself?  Why didn't he help you?           
           I never brought you up to hate or  put your energy  to fear the the 
people that hated and killed the Jews .  Life needs to move on, not in 
fear.      *I never taught you to take advantage of the system ( bankruptcy 
and disability ins. , etc.)  that we all pay for.  Gary has supported you to do 
all this  so you would take the time to work for him with out pay. All for  HIS 
best interests by feeding your weak ego in all that your going through.  *I 
will not e-mail any more to you since it is not between us.  I want a 
relationship with you not your computer or Gary, unless I choose .                * 
My door is open to you Adam to come when you want a real loving 
relationship.  Both need to listen and care.  My arms and heart are with you 
Adam, when your able to see and feel the losses  you now have, Ill be there 
for you, I do care.  Again come over so we can really sit and talk and listen to 
each 
other.                                                                                                              
                                                     &nb sp;                   *I will always love you 
no matted what!!                                                                                               
                                                        LOVE MOM 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Tucker <ajmco2@yahoo.com> 
To: merletucker@aim.com; wgrande@cox.net; Pete_grande@commandpackaging.com 
Sent: Mon, 29 Oct 2007 3:59 pm 
Subject: Re: Email me 

Mom, 
 
Just as you are disappointed in my dealings with money, I am offended and disappointed 
in your response.  
 
We have sat down on numerous occasions to talk about De Beers and their allocation of 
natural resources, and how Jews like Oppenheimer helped fund Hitler and the Nazi party 
which would not have been able to produce precision tooling needed for manufacturing 
and mass production of their tanks, machine guns, etc. 
 
One of your most important jobs as a parent is to instill knowledge; what you have 
learned in your life, so as to help prepare me for the real world. It was a shock and 
disappointment for me to see that you were not surprised about the corruption and 
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genocide and that you knew full well that it is all about money and power.  
 
You served the nation of Israel during the Yum Kipper War and grew up knowing the 
hatred felt towards Jews and blacks... what happened to that person that wanted to do 
better? 
 
It is the same thing that happened to most, the realization that we live in a money culture 
and in order to survive, you have to play the game.  
 
What you are over looking though, is that thanks to the internet, every voice can now be 
heard, and recorded. This is the first time in history, that history will be written by 
everyone, not just the people in power. Dead men tell no tales, and so has history been 
written by the conquering parties... until now. 
 
People have short memories, but the internet will be there for my children to see the truth 
about who knew what and when. Including you and all of my family. 
 
Until you and I sat down, I gave you the benefit of the doubt, assuming that you didn't 
know better. 
 
I have one last question for you; 

If did not owe anyone any money. How would you have responded? 

If I am not for myself, who will be for me? If I am only for myself, what am I for? And if 
not now, when? ~Hillel 
 
Adam 
 
Adam 
 
merletucker@aim.com wrote: 
Adam,                                                                                                                       
                                          & ;nbs 
p;                                                                                           Glad  your OK.  Not 
answering my calls for 3 days doesn't feel good.  What did I say that you felt was 
wrong of me to say?  I don't want to e-mail to you because you share it with 
Gary....Our business  is OUR business. SO KEEP IT THAT WAY.  Since you feel 
Gary has your best interests at heart, let him lend you the money and work it off 
and let me get back to what I was doing.  I support you to do what you feel you 
need to do as long as you don't hurt any one in the process.  That includes me, 
this will hurt me it you don't figure a way to clean this up.  Is he aware you borrowed 
$38,500 from me and told me for sure that you would pay me back in a few weeks?? And 
then stopped working 1 week later,  with no plan on keeping your agreement?  Is 
your word and your integrity not at all important to you?  Now two months ago 
and not keeping any of your agreements with me?  Is lieing part of what you feel 
is right for you to do?  How about living your own life with integrity, clean from 
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deceit, , selfishness and corruptness.  Trust and honesty and being accountable, 
are prime in a relationship even with your family (especially your family)  You 
cant keep running .....and avoiding.  Yes I wanted to help you when you needed 
help but I told you I needed the money to live on and you  could borrow it for a 
shot time only .  It was clearly stated and conditions clearly stated.  My love isn't 
conditional and I want to help and be there for you.  We need to trust and count 
on each other and not to hurt each other  I need to feel your word means 
something to you, mine does.  You wanted to get your self out of this mess 
yourself, that doesn't mean putting your mess on me.   
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Tucker <ajmco2@yahoo.com> 
To: merletucker@aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 29 Oct 2007 1:47 pm 
Subject: Email me 

I got your voice messages. Why would you be worried about me? I sent you all an email 
explaining what and why I am focusing on this. 
 
There is no reason to lose sleep for me. 
 
If you want to talk with me, I want you to do it over email so that you don't say things 
that you don't mean. 
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